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How wonderful life is,
while you’re in the world

“
Elton John

“

.
..

Special Appreciation and Thanks to the Student Editorial Team for 
Creating this Masterpiece called “Girls’ Boarding Prospectus”.

Advaith boarding encourages our girls to giggle, 
enjoy, smile, study, converse, sing, act, game, 

author, lead, inspire, create memories and do a lot 
more. Our unprecedented boarding climate sets a 
concrete foundation for lifelong leaders, pioneers, 

visionaries, philosophers, revolutionaries, inventors, 
discoverers, history-makers, legislators, sports 

personalities, artists, entrepreneurs, moguls 
and the challengers in them. 

Advaith’s doors are open to young people 
from across the globe.



Sakshi Roy
School Pupil Leader

Hello and welcome! I am pleased that you
are reading us. As we all continue to
evolve with time, the choices we make
have an everlasting impact on our
families, the world, and its future! I’m glad
I made the right choice to evolve at
Advaith! It’s inspiring and gratifying how
Advaith nurtures and prepares us by
bringing all of us together with immense
opportunities, equalities amid diversities.
At Advaith, every day is a better day
because it adds value to me in
meaningful ways.

It’s incredible what Advaith can do
beyond academics from fostering our
leadership responsibilities and qualities
and unlocking our undiscovered talents,
potentials, and capabilities! Life here is
self-driven in assistance with an excellent
team of teachers and enablers. I have
been able to witness my everyday journey exponentially progress
academically, mentally, emotionally, socially, physically, and spiritually.

We organize large festivals as well as academic and sporting
championships for students that invite 1000s across Hosur and
Bangalore to engage, learn, compete, emerge and network with!
Advaith’s Global Voice Summit lines up leaders from Harvard, Stanford
Universities, American Air Force, and across the global spectrum to
interact and learn from. With the confidence, will, strength, wisdom,
character, and spirit Advaith has architected in me, I am therefore
excited and prepared to step into the world and contribute towards
global development. Academics, leadership, sporting, MUN,
researching and acting are some of the favorites I love, enjoy and
embrace. At Advaith, I don’t feel away from my parents because my
school has a pleasant, loving, safe, secured, comfortable, vibrant, and
harmonious ambience. I share soulful relationships with my amazing
friends, proficient teachers, and parenting Principals.

Advaith creates memories and learnings for a lifetime with endless
opportunities to be a better version of myself! Joining Advaith has
been the best decision I’ve made so far and thanks to my parents! I’m
excited to see what you will become of at Advaith. Come on and
unravel your story and make Advaith your home away from home.
Welcome home to Advaith!

Hello and welcome! 



Every child has particular educational needs to help them develop to
their highest potential. Boarding schools remain a popular choice and
are widely included in the top-ranking schools. So, what are the
advantages of Advaith’s boarding school education?

Boarding schools offer pupils a strong sense of community within the
school’s boarding. There is a stronger element of tradition associated
which helps seal the loyalty pupils feel towards Alma mater and the
world because they spend so much time together, pupils tend to feel
much closer to their friends and their school than in normal schools. A
mix of ages means that older pupils mix socially with younger pupils
as role models.

Another reason to opt for Advaith’s boarding is our excellent provision
of academic support. Generally, pupils can have academic lessons in
the evening, which permits them to study extra subjects or have a
more intensive revision of studies. Advaith school’s boarding is well
placed to offer individual support in case of learning or behavioural
difficulties, as well as one-to-one support with homework. Typically,
our boarding pupils also enjoy a much broader education than at day
schools, in terms of virtues, sport, arts, and music and leadership
lessons. Overall, they achieve higher grades, and typically, 96% of
pupils go on to the best universities in India and Internationally.
Advaith School is significantly successful at supporting girls who want
to continue their studies in top universities.

Advaith boarding school pupils can do a lot more sport, music, art,
drama, and other activities. Since teachers live in and around the
school, they are on hand to lead activities in the evening and
weekends! It validates that our students can achieve a higher
standard in their chosen activities, besides having a chance to
experience as many new things as possible.

With an increasing demand for flexibility in modern life, Advaith offers
all pupils the same opportunities to pursue extra-curricular activities
and tuition. It makes it much easier to organise sports tournaments
and theatre rehearsals, for example, if everyone is available to attend.
Pupils reap the rewards of such a full range of opportunities for
lifelong learning.

Why Advaith Boarding?

.

A Close Community

Academic Support

Extracurricular Excellence

Full Boarding, Full Lives



Education, Made to Measure

Wealth of Opportunities

Independence and Self-confidence

The small class sizes mean that learning is extremely effective. Many parents
like the positive impact this has on personal development. Young people’s skills
and talents are intensively nurtured as a result of educational facilities that is
tailored to the needs of individual children. Besides, parents expect several
advantages from boarding schools, such as attention to a child’s special
requirements and better socialising skills are provided at Advaith school.

When your daughter steps into Advaith’s Girls’ Boarding School, you are giving
her a unique opportunity to experience every role and every activity. Our
boarding school environment will enable her to shine, with its holistic ‘whole-
person’ approach, her ability to overcome gender stereotypes ,and its extensive
co-curricular programs throughout the academic year. At the same time,
Advaith School provides regular social activities and partnerships with other
schools, charities, and wider communities, providing your daughter with
opportunities to meet new people and make a positive contribution to society at
a young age.

Advaith Boarding School builds tremendous confidence in girls as they
recognise their growing capacity for self-reliance and self-determination.
Advaith School builds positive relationships, supporting girls both in and out of
class and understanding their needs as a whole person. As one of our boarding
students, your daughter will be at the heart of making her own decisions and
learn to take responsibility for herself in a supportive environment. She will
master new skills, taking calculated risks – whether in a challenging weekend
expedition, an inter-House sports or music competition, or through her
academic studies – developing resilience and a positive mindset in the
process. Throughout her school years, Advaith will acknowledge and
nurture her unique identity.



Friends for Life

Personality DevelopmentParental Care Virtuous

Peer-LearningEmpathy Leadership

Language Development Cultural Understanding Self-Dependence

Self Discovery Performing Arts & Production

Advantages of Advaith Boarding

Advaith boarding life is a gift you can present your 
daughter that will unbox for life and further generations.

“

Advaith Girls’ Boarding School makes every effort to make sure your
daughter is comfortable in her new surrounding which is her home.
She can decorate her wall as she likes, with photographs of family,
friends, and pets, and our experienced House parents will support her
as she settles into school life. They understand our daughter as a
whole person to encourage her in all her endeavours and aspirations.
The days are deliberately structured to give your daughter the mental,
physical, emotional, and spiritual space she needs to develop at her
own pace.

Friendships that develop in the unique environment Advaith’s girls’
boarding school have at their heart a deep and shared understanding
that transcends geographic, cultural borders, and time. Advaith’s
Boarding School educates girls from several states across India. It
allows your daughter to experience a tremendous wealth of cultural
diversity and gain the understanding of the issues facing girls and
women. Friendships made at Advaith International Academy last a
lifetime.

This is the best boarding school with the highest programs and
exposures for our daughters.

Space to Grow

Diverse Friends



Living accommodation for all our boarders is in the Primary Campus.
Our boarding home has a vibrant atmosphere that is warm, serene
and homely. Your daughter will share a modern, comfortable dormitory
and will be encouraged to personalise their own space with photos,
posters, and treasures.

The boarders have a spacious lounge, complete with comfy sofas. The
bathrooms have all recently been refurbished and are clean, hygienic,
and bright, and are equipped with either baths or showers.

3x Food, 1x Refreshment 24x7 Medical Assistance 24x7 Power & Water

Activities & Recreations Laundry Computers w/ Internet

Boarding Facilities

Skating

Frisbee

Table Tennis

Volleyball

Athletics

BadmintonKarate

Football

Hockey

Basketball

Boarders will be prepared for recreational and professional purposes 
in the following sports and games.

Air ConditionersEntertainment Security



As human beings, we only flourish if all aspects of our lives are
stronger. We strongly believe the human spirit will be nourished here
at Advaith, considering it can mean different things to different people.

Advaith has a strong and deep respect for individual religious beliefs
and the belief systems of the world. Buddhists, Sikhs, Christians,
Hindus, Jews, Muslims, and Jains will study here at Advaith alongside
each other. If a student wishes to practice their faith at Advaith, we
support our daughter and her faith. Similarly, students are supported if
they wish to celebrate Diwali, Christmas, Eid, Guru Nanak Gurpurab,
Paryushana, and Buddha Jayanti (to name just a few). The crucial
element in the observance of any belief here at Advaith is to undertake
with a sense of perspective and a tolerance of difference.

We are also mindful of the spiritual development of many Advaith
students’ diverse beliefs. We help our children rise above differences
and contribute to a happier, peaceful, compassionate, and kinder
world. This is achieved formally through assemblies, tutor time, clubs
and societies, and a wealth of other activities. But it is also informally
reinforced by the ethos and virtues of Advaith School to places such
an emphasis on trust, decency, and respect for others. Fundamentally,
human beings learn to live with, understand others, and rise along.
This is a core message which is evident in the day-to-day atmosphere
at Advaith.

Spirituality at Advaith

We know that children who feel healthy, happy, and safe perform at
their best. As a school that prides itself on providing a fully rounded
education, our pastoral care systems are at the heart of our way we
nurture individual qualities, aptitudes, and personalities.

Our house parents have a pastoral role – from teachers,
housemasters, and housemistresses to matrons, cooks, and
counsellors. With the support of doctors, nutritionists, psychologists,
and other specialists, Advaith creates a tissue of care to supports
pupils throughout their time at school – helping them to navigate the
emotional, spiritual, social, psychological, and physical simplicities
and complexities of teenage life.

Boarding Programs



Our disciplinary systems are integral to our boarding support
structures, providing pupils with clear expectations. We strive to
address problems before they arise – and to provide compassionate
care. There is constant formal and informal interaction between pupils
and adults, creating a sense of mutual care, respect, and trust in our
family-orientated boarding environment. Pupils know there is always
someone to turn to whenever they have concerns, doubts, or
questions. Such an approach to pastoral care helps pupils to build the
confidence and resilience they need to cope with life’s ups and downs
besides finding balance in a world of ever-changing pressures and
distractions.

The core element of Advaith is our boarding ethos. We look to develop
and imbibe all aspects of life that last a lifetime, and with the vision of
passing on to the future generations, our students get the best of a
boarding world. Advaith’s range of exciting and adventurous clubs, to
boarding taster nights, breakfast, staying for supper, and professional
sporting and gaming. Advaith boarding is more than life.



Daily Programs
Our daily programs apart from their regular academic and co-scholastic 
classes include;

Study Hours Sports & GamesClasses

Values

Boarding at Advaith School in Hosur is a modern boarding model that
seeks to replicate the family atmosphere of a home. Advaith boarding
is a home-away-from-home, where relationships are familiar, built on
virtues in nature, and the environment relaxed and stable. Our
Houseparents lead these communities and encourage strong and
close bonds between pupils across different ages within our boarding
houses. In our environment, we believe that young people prosper
and develop in confidence and character, become more considerate
and better at relating to a wide diversity of people, and broaden their
horizons. Furthermore, young people develop independence within
carefully set parameters where they become more able to be self-
regulated young people when they go on to university and graduate to
high life!

One of Advaith’s strengths is the latitudes of activities available to
pupils throughout boarding life where many of our non-boarding
pupils will spend all weekends at school just so they can join Advaith
social life.

HobbiesPerforming Arts

Peer-Learning

And More!

Motivational Talks



Advaith’s monthly programs are full of individual and peer-based
programs and activities within the campuses and outbound activities
fastened with curiosity, smiles, and busy-ness!

Shopping Barbeque LunchKaraoke Nights

GardeningCooking Noon Storytelling

Walk Outs

Monthly Programs

Weekly programs are packed with excitement to induce happiness, 
learnings, and memories;

Yoga Triweekly Netflix Listen to Latest Music

Dance Singing

Aerobics

Saturday evenings are bouquet of sporting and performing
programmes, which follow on after classes. On the days when there
are no classes, programmes are planned to aid them in involving and
earning experience! Students also enjoy the school productions, film
nights and informal concerts - there is almost too much to choose
from.

Weekly Programs

Boarding Sports League

And More!

Calls to Parents Spiritual Life (Self)



Annual programs are endless and timeless. Precisely planned and 
co-ordinated program includes;

Excursions Rural VisitsCamping

Hiking Local CarnivalsCommunity Service

Along with several exciting daily, weekly, monthly and annual 
programs, there are plenty of occasional and surprising happenings 
throughout the year! 

Cultural FestsBirthday Celebrations Global Festivals

Concerts

Advaith’s boarding life isn’t just about boarding, it’s about life! 
Welcome to the Good Life.

Annual Programs

Occasional Programs

Advaith takes deep care of its children to ensure that they are healthy,
well cared for, and helped flourish. We encourage students to lead a
balanced life emphasizing holistic development but not at the expense
of personal well-being. Being a teenager can be a difficult time. Being
a teenager away from home for the first time is fantastic and
challenging. Student well-being is very closely monitored by Advaith’s
Boarding Board Members. The Boarding Parents, Tutors, Head of
Houses, Board Members, Principal, and the Vice-Principal take
oversight of this critical element of student development. It can mean
anything from a student’s friendships and emotional state to their food
intake and exercise regime.

Health & Wellbeing

Laser Tag Water Parks



Students have access to a medical facility with a team of doctors and
nurses available seven days a week. All boarders will have a medical
report submitted on arrival at School which will include a height and
weight check, discussion of any pre-existing medical conditions, and
a review of any prescribed medication. Please note that all medication
(both prescribed and over-the-counter) for students in the Lower
School and the sixth form will be kept by the House Parent and
administered by School’s affiliated doctors.

Regular medications such as tablets are taken in the presence and
control of house parents. As part of Advaith’s commitment to the
pastoral care of its students, it is recognized that there is the
occasional need for the services of both internal listening services as
well as those provided by a professional external counselling service
to be made available to students studying at Advaith. The refectory at
Advaith serves a healthy and varied selection of food for breakfast,
lunch, and supper. Advaith approaches food as a “fuel for holistic
fitness and life” program with a staunch commitment to nutritious in-
house meal preparation, wholesome and 100% vegetarian. With our
stringent sanitation, food safety programs, and our dedication to serve
our students well, we ensure joyous and happier food times.



Eating habits and food practices play an important role in students'
current and future health and well-being. It impacts our students’
performances in class besides influences their behavior and moods. The
habits which begin at a young age may be long-lasting and difficult to
alter in adulthood. Healthy eating habits are essential for students' mental
and physical development which our children need a balanced diet.

At Advaith, we provide well-planned nutritious meals in our refectory.
Advaith serves healthy meals besides shaping our students’ preferences
and attitudes towards nutritious food by guiding them in making healthy
choices. The meals include morning energy drinks, lunch, and evening
snacks for our growing kids. We have an in-house catering team, who
prepares fresh meals every day. Many fruits and vegetables are
organically grown on our school farm. The food is cooked, served, and
governed by a 360o hygienic system. Healthy meals and snacks consist
of fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and pulses. Our refectory
serves unprocessed vegetarian meals in a daily diet which promotes
healthier body, behavior, and brain powers. Students can choose from
Vegetarian, Vegan and Jain options. Advaith International Academy is
one of the first boarding schools in the world to serve Vegan foods.

Dining

We are keen for students to participate in and be aware of the vital
importance of physical fitness and the well-being of a healthy and happy
life. On this basis, our students are expected to participate every day in a
variety of sports on offer after lessons. Advaith takes great care of its
children to ensure that they are healthy, well cared for, and helped to
flourish. We encourage students to lead a balanced life with an emphasis
placed on holistic development but not at the expense of personal well-
being. It may be of interest to know that the discussion of individual
students is a standing subject on the agenda: this is evidence that
student’s well-being is at the heart of Advaith’s soul, heart, ethos, and
culture. expected

At Advaith, we ensure the emotional, mental, spiritual, and social
happiness, health, and well-being of all our beloved students, teachers,
non-teaching staff, and parents.

“Health is much more dependent on our 
habits and nutrition than on medicine”

- John Lubbock



Nutritional Foods

Whole Foods

Fresh & Top Quality Clean & Hygienic

Unlimited Foods

Minimum Oil Minimum Sugar Minimum Salt

School Garden

Advaith’s Food Commitments

Intercontinental Food Spoon, Knife & Fork

Diets

Vegetarian Vegan

Locally Sourced

Jain



HospitableMotherly

Energetic

Loving and humble The Best Chefs!

Clean & Hygienic

Generous

Friendly & Polite

Advaith’s Chef

We provide hands-on experience on how food is grown on our
school’s vegetable farm for nurturing healthier eating habits. It
encourages students to explore and reason the benefits of healthy
eating habits. Teachers are role models for their students. Along with
teaching healthy eating habits we also encourage our students to
follow proper table manners. Learning good table manners and
etiquette helps in having a better social interaction and will go with
them for the rest of their life. We encourage our students to
understand the true value of food by following the “zero-wastage rule”
in our school. Boarders are encouraged to take food in small
quantities for reducing wastage as well as eat higher quantities
several times as they desire. It helps them understand that food
wastage is one of the root causes of hunger worldwide. A regular
mealtime is a holistic learning experience for our boarders besides
dining!

Advaith School offers food/dining as a “fuel for holistic fitness and life”
program with a staunch commitment to nutritious in-house meal
preparation, wholesome, and 100% vegetarian. With our stringent
sanitation, food safety programs, and our dedication to serve our
students well, we ensure joyous and happier food times. Every bite
and sip is crafted with love for our beloved boarders.



Secured Campus Gated Campus Electronic Surveillance

Fire Extinguishers Security Personals Stand-by Emergency Vehicles

First-Aid 2 Min. away Hospital Parents’ Data Protection

Advaith’s Safety & Security
Student safety and safeguarding are the critical elements of Advaith’s
boarding school education and remain the highest priority on our
table. Overall, we aim to ensure that our students always feel safe and
secure. But it also helps to ensure that parents – who trust Advaith
with their much-loved children – can sleep easily in the beds knowing
their daughter is in caring and responsible hands. Advaith school has
a Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy and is reviewed and
upgraded regularly. All matters related to safeguarding are
superintended by the Chairman, Board of Directors, Police Authorities,
Principal, Vice Principal who are also the designated safeguarding
leads. At Advaith, safety is a key element of life for students. We have
much senior staff, teachers, and support staff around our schools. We
have teams of night staff who patrol the campus through the night to
ensure that students always have a wakeful point of contact apart
from wardens. On arrival at Advaith, students are issued with an ID
tag to be worn on all days. Security measures are vital to protect
everyone and safeguarding current students from harm must be the
priority when controlling access to the campus for visitors. Our
security team validates all visitors arriving at the gates to the School
besides adhering to our procedure for visitors with the submission of a
copy of Government approved ID cards to ensure that the campus is
a safe and secure environment for our students to live and study.

We also have an elaborate CCTV network to ensure that our students
are guarded as safely as is reasonably possible. In their dormitory,
lockable wardrobes are provided to students to secure their
belongings. Additional copies of the keys are reserved with the
Principal to ensure there are no rigs. All activities in which students
are involved are assessed and steps are ensured towards the safety
of students concerned.



University Collaborations in

United States of America United Kingdom Australia

Germany Italy Hong Kong

Houses

Achieve 100% carbon neutrality
Graduate 100+ national / state academic rankers
Prepare 1000+ national / state level sportspersons (across age groups)
Gift $ 5,00,000 academic & sports scholarships
Convocate 5000+ Global Citizens
Home to students of 30+ nationals
Place 500+ students in foreign Universities
Plant 1,00,000 saplings
Promote 1,000+ University standard research
Access to 30,000+ books in School Library & 50,00,000 books in digital library 
Upskill students to face unborn demands and challenges of tomorrow
Face multi-disciplinary societal challenges in constructive ways
Produce 100+ social documentaries 
Organize 300+ school festivals 
Fund pension to selected staff post-retirement for life

2030 Vision

Reviews

5/5 4.9/5 4.9/5



Welcome Home to Advaith
“



Ⓒ 2021 Advaith


